Transactions between specified dates

Suppose you want to generate a report between two dates or for a particular year only. You can gather the details in a query that include the date of some transaction. You include the following as criteria for the date.

```
Between Begin Date (MM/DD/YY) And Between End Date (MM/DD/YY)
```

This will force ACCESS to prompt you for a “begin” and an “end” date so that only those records that fall between those dates are included. The rest are omitted.

How to calculate AGE given a birthdate?

You want to dynamically create an age for a person so that you do not have to type it every year. Here is the command for the query where dateofbirth is an attribute/field you have.

```
Age: DateDiff(“yyyy”,[dateofBirth],Now())+Int(Format(Now(),”mmd”)<Format([dateofBirth],”mmd”))
```